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STRATEGIES FOR COOPERATIVE SYSTEM DESIGN:

THE CASE FOR COORDINATION AMONG COOPERATrVES

Randall E. Torgerson
Agricultural Cooperative Service

A challenge to cooperatives in the
decade of the 1980s is to close ranks and
marshal their substantial forces. The premise
is that overcompetition among cooperatives is
costing producer members dearly.

Because cooperatives attempt to maxim-
ize returns to members through cost-saving
efficiencies and the exercise of market power,
any endeavor to compete among themselves
only leads to overcapitalization through
duplication of efforts, underutilization of
assets, and higher costs to members. Coordi-
nation, rather than competition, among

cooperatives has the potential of achieving
their ultimate purpose and mission -- improv-

ing returns and strengthening the economic
well-being of their producer-owners.

Further rationale for considering the

strategy and benefits of coordination is found

in the structural changes occurring among
food manufacturing and other firms in the
market channel. Recent acquisition and
merger efforts typified by Phillip Morris's
takeover of General Foods, R. J. Reynolds's
acquisitions of Nabisco and Del Monte,
Nestle's takeover of Carnation, Beatrice's
takeover of Esmark, ADM's purchase of
Growmark grain and FEC, ConAgra's
acquisitions of Peavey, Armour and Banquet
Foods each portend an operating environ-
ment characterized by increasing market

power and concentration of ownership of
assets. These firms are conglomerate or

agglomerate in organization which creates a..

staying power and different form of competi-
tion compared to firms that are single com-

modity in nature. It also puts cooperatives

at a disadvantage due to their commitment

to pursue only farm-related activities that are

in keeping with their cooperative character.

To mitigate these impacts, cooperatives must

rely on coordination to achieve a dominant
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market position or else be whipsawed by the
whims of others in the market channel.

Farmers organize and support coopera-
tives to improve farm incomes by counter-
vailing or neutralizing the market power of
their buyers or suppliers, or by creating origi-
nal market power for themselves. The
development of market power depends on a
high degree of horizontal concentration or
product differentiation at some level of distri-
bution or production (Mueller, p. 6).

Essentially, two methods achieve market
power for farm operators. One is vertical
integration into one or more stages of mark-
eting or supply acquisition where a high
degree of concentration exists. Cooperative
entry permits farmers to share in the profits
from the imperfectly competitive structure of
their industries. Invariably, such entry-
involves capital intensive value-added pro-
cessing functions and product differentiation
through brand marketing. (Schneider, p. 5)

A second method of achieving market
power is through the horizontal organization
of farmers, or their cooperatives, at a particu-
lar level of the marketing channel. Efforts to
organize farm operators through professional
associations with a role in price and income
policy formulation and negotiation are found
in numerous general farm and commodity
associations throughout the Western world
(Torgerson, p. 3). Other examples are found
in bargaining cooperatives that organize
farmers horizontally for the sale of raw bulk
products or purchase of farm supplies.

In many cases, it is a combination of
both the vertical and horizontal organization
of farmers through their cooperatives and
professional associations that leads to the
most influence over returns for their produc-
tive efforts. The challenge to coordinate is
multiplied in a country with the vast geo-



graphic expansiveness of the United States
(Olson). Coordination is complicated further
by different market characteristics in regions
and by the vast array of commodities that
can be produced and substituted for each
other. For this reason, some of the country's
more successful marketing efforts are found
in areas of regional specialization in produc-
tion, and in areas of concentrated crop and
livestock production where cooperative
acquisition of farm supplies has enabled their
capital intensive manufacturing and distribu-
tion.

This paper examines strategies for coor-
dinating farmers' organizational efforts in a
systems context. Various attributes of
development will be 'explored from the per-
spective of the historical genesis of organiza-
tional efforts. Coordination attempts will
then be described with structure related to
performance where limited data permit. The
intent of this analysis is to stimulate further
exploration of coordination mechanisms,
including the rules that govern them and
measures of their performance.

The Metamorphosis of
Cooperative Structure

Farmers have long sought to harness the
atomistically competitive side of the market
in which they operate. They recognized fun-
damental differences in the structure of agri-
cultural and industrial markets. It was only
natural that they attempted to coalesce their
forces in a manner that gave them a parity of
market power. These efforts have been mani-
fested in several layers of organizational
activity from local to national and even inter-
national levels. Locally owned cooperatives
in which farmers have direct membership are
still the most prevalent. Direct membership
in super-locals and regional cooperatives is
now in wider use. Membership of local and
regional cooperatives in federations at the
regional and national levels continues as
shown in table 1. More recently, the use of
different variations in forms of coordination
such as agencies-in-common, cooperative
joint ventures and ventures with other firms
have come into play.
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Cooperative business activity evolved
from many local community-based organiza-
tions. Transportation to distant markets was
historically a limiting factor, and the immedi-
ate economic needs such as manufacturing
butter and cheese, grain storage, vegetable
packing, and feed grinding tended to be local
in nature. Literally thousands of locally
owned, direct-membership cooperatives
developed from 1870 to 1920. Some were
organized along the "Rochdale" plan, a
theme based on the success of a community
based, local purchasing cooperative organized
by English weavers in 1844 (Abrahamsen, p.
47).

A strong reaction to this organizational
structure was articulated in the early 1920's
by Aaron Sapiro, a California attorney.
Sapiro lambasted the type of local coopera-
tion practiced in the Midwest and advocated
organizing according to market needs along
commodity lines instead of production loca-
tion (Larsen, p. 256). His "cooperation
American style" included regional organiza-
tional structure on a direct membership
basis, orderly marketing, the use of strict
membership contractual agreements and pro-
fessional management. His plan emulated
the market power achieved by industrial con-
cerns. While Sapiro's charismatic leadership
led to the formation of a great number of
new large scale commodity cooperatives --
some of which ultimately failed -- a number
did succeed and are successfully operating
today.

Sapiro's efforts set off a debate in the
literature between the Sapiro and Nourse
schools of thought as they relate to organiza-
tional structure and form of cooperation
(Knapp, p. 127). Sapiro argued that the
fragmented, community-based system of
farmer cooperatives would not succeed and
was more appropriate for consumers (Sapiro
p. 8). He advocated organizing along commo-
dity lines instead, which automatically
translated into regional cooperatives organ-
ized on a centralized basis. He saw the
necessity of having coopertives assume a
dominant market position. His emphasis on
pooling and classic work on perfecting the
membership agreement gave this form of
cooperation legal-economic basis that was



Table 1. Interregional Farmer Cooperatives and Joint Cooperative Ventures,

October 1, 1985

Interregionals Joint coop ventures

Members Members
No. Regionals No. Regionals

Marketing:
Cotton 1 4 0 0

Fruits and vegetables 2 10 2 4

Grain and soybean 3 22 3 6

Dairy 3 10 6 12

Livestock 1 15 1 2

Wool 1 6 0 0

Total 11 67 12 24

Farm Supply:
Fertilizer 2 19 0 0

Farm chemicals 1 3 1 2

Petroleum 2 8 1 2

Seed 2 14 1 2

Containers 0 0 2 4

General Supplies 1 33 0 0

Total 8 77 5 10

Related Services:
Transportation-warehousing 3 31 0 0

Feed research 1 17 0 0

Co-op development 2 42 0 0

Information exchange 2 7 0 0

Total 8 134 0 0
'

Total of 3 groups: 27 2278 17 34

1 Includes cooperatives and companies owned by three or more regional cooperatives

and operated on a cooperative basis. These regionals may be federations of locals or

centralized cooperatives directly serving farmers in a region comprising part of a State,

a State, or several States. See attached list of joint cooperatives ventures where two

cooperatives own an enterprise.

2 Plus 131 locals. Includes 22 foreign cooperatives.
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ahead of its time, and which anticipated the
discussions on commitment that we fre-
quently hear today.

In contrast E. G. Nourse argued for a,
bottom-up rather than a top-down organiza-
tional approach (Knapp, p. 90). He correctly
argued that many Sapiro-type cooperatives
were formed on emotion and not a firm busi-
ness foundation. He championed the com-
munity based local organizations and argued
for association of local cooperatives through
federations to achieve geographical market
outreach. He argued that cooperatives
should serve as a checkpoint on the evils of
capitalism, i.e. they should be economic
architects and not commercial Napoleons
(Nourse, p. 36). From this distinction with
the Sapiro school of cooperative thought,
arose the competitive yardstick school with
emphasis on the attainment of efficiency
often identified with Nourse. Cooperatives
were a measuring stick through which
members could evaluate the performance of
firms comprising an economic sector. Furth-
ermore, cooperative presence as a dimension
of market structure pushed the market closer
to the competitive norm, a function that
could be achieved with relatively modest
market presence.

While the competitive yardstick school
has provided considerable rationale for sup-
portive public policy toward cooperatives, it
is the Sapiro school that focuses on the
attainment of market power in behalf of
farmers, an often elusive target due to the
structural make-up of farm production.
Nevertheless, Sapiro thinking has been
rediscovered and is manifested in attributes
of some of the more successful marketing
cooperatives operating today.

A recent internal study sought to iden-
tify common characteristics of the more suc-
cessful marketing cooperatives over the past
ten years. Among those found are that they
are direct membership organizations that
have legally binding marketing agreements
with members; they pool member products
for marketing; they are organized on a com-
modity basis; they carry a high percent of net
worth to total assets; they maintain res-
tricted or closed memberships; they add
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value to Members' products and distribute
under brand names. They often operate in
association with marketing orders, and they
have achieved growth internally.

In other words, the attributes are closely
related to those identified with the Sapiro
school. This is not a surprising finding given
the make-up of competitive forces comprising
market channel participants in contemporary
markets.

In contrast to these marketing coopera-
tives, many farm supply cooperatives are
federated. Locals and regionals have joined
to gain efficiencies in purchasing goods and
services, and in many instances have verti-
cally integrated to manufacture their owa
feeds, fertilizers, paints and chemicals, and to
refine their own petroleum products.

Today, we find 5989 farmer-owned
cooperatives organized for marketing, farm
supply and related service activities
throughout the United States. Of this total
number 5,819 are direct membership organi-
zations and 96 are federated. About 74 can
be identified as having both a direct member-
ship and a federated structure as shown in
table 2.

Competition Among Cooperatives

One of the salient effects of cooperation
is to reduce competition among farm opera-
tors so that they present their interests to the
marketplace in a unified fashion. A major
driving force in organization of contemporary
cooperatives is the emerging make-up of
production agriculture. While many local
cooperatives were organized on a community
basis during the horse and buggy days,
changing transportation systems have
enabled producers, especially the larger com-
mercial ones, to purchase inputs and deliver
products over a much broader territory. This
has precipitated a major restructuring of
cooperatives through mergers and acquisi-
tions at all levels. It has changed the rela-
tionships between the newly redefined local
cooperatives and the regional cooperatives in
which they have ownership.

The costs of failure to adjust and of
excessive competition among cooperatives are



Table 2. Distribution of Cooperatives by Size and
Organizational Structure - 1983

Sales Centralized Federated Mixed Total

Number

L $15M

15-24.9

25-99.9

100-499.9

500-999.9

1,000 Mil +

5,343

242

169

57

4

4

4,819

52

5

11

20

4

4

96

27

6

18

15

4

4

74

5,422

253

198

92

12

12

5,989

graphically illustrated in findings from a
study of the operations of nine local farm
supply cooperatives operating in a
northeastern Wisconsin county. These nine
locals, supplied by three different regions, had
overlapping territories and duplication of
facilities. Large commercial farmers in the
county realized that their equity in the
cooperatives was dissipating due to the over-
competition among the locally owned
cooperatives. An ACS study clearly demon-
strated that returns to sales, assets and net
worth were declining over a 5-year period due
to the situation as shown in figure 1, and
that savings exceeding $2 million could be
realized through merger of operations.

It is likely that this situation is repli-
cated in hundreds of localities throughout the
country, at both the local and the regional
levels. This is in sharp contrast to the
development of cooperation in Western
Europe where cooperatives tend to operate in
discrete territories and seldom compete with
each other. It might be said that coopera-
tives have all the competition they need from
outside sources without additional competi-
tion among themselves.

It should also be pointed out that
cooperatives' share of marketing activity has
flattened out in the 1980's and has actually
diminished in some subsectors. Because pol-
itical power in our economy is increasingly
manifested through economic power, farmers
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are losing political influence as their numeri-
cal strength wanes and as their economic
presence through cooperatives has not main-
tained its growth.

The magnitude of converging forces
within agriculture and the food system sug-
gests the need for analyzing of cooperative
system design and a social engineering pro-.
cess to augment necessary structural adjust-
ments. Indeed, recent studies conducted for
cooperatives recognize the need for such
change although the direction has not always
been clear (Food System Associates, p. 17).

In one, farm supply regional cooperatives
are chided for spending inordinate effort com-
peting among themselves rather than with
noncooperative competitors. The study indi-
cates duplication of facilities, transportation
and management. While distribution is a
major function of these regionals, procure-
ment is viewed by each as a primary com-
petitive tool.

Another study focusing on grain market-
ing suggests the present federated grain sys-
tem cannot operate effectively and efficiently
in many areas of the U.S. Reasons are that
the system suffers from a large number of
small participants (locals), from a lack of
control and commitment to the system, from
financial constraints, and often from a lack of
management expertise.
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Average return to sales, assets, and equity nine selected
farm supply cooperatives, 1978-1984.

Still another study suggests the Farm
Credit System has too much exposure to loan
losses as now constituted and needs to be
overhauled by transforming the system into a
centralized national bank holding company
capable of catering to the credit needs of all
rural America, both on the farm and off
(Wall Street Journal).

In recognition of these issues, several
regional organizations have entered into
merger discussions. These include Farmland
Industries and Land 0' Lakes (Toner), Asso-
ciated Milk Producers and Mid America
Dairymen, and preliminary steps in
reorganizing the cooperative Farm Credit
System. Such problem identification efforts
heighten the awareness of farm leaders and
are leading to an intense focusing on restruc-
turing.

An issue for resolution is whether some
type of rational organizational approach is
possible to replace the presently unorches-
trated voices in the marketplace. Alterna-
tives for coordination include myriad organi-
zational options on both the vertical and hor-
izontal planes. Included is vertical integra-
tion into value-added manufacturing and dis-
tribution where imperfect competition exists
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and farmers can profit from such positioning.
Alternatively, local and regional cooperatives
can consider horizontal combination through
federations or marketing agencies-in-common
for purposes of coordinating marketing, farm
supply and related activities at the interre-
gional or national levels. In other instances,
cooperatives may look to joint cooperative
ventures, contractual or ownership coordina-
tion with noncooperative firms or other
arrangements that offer some potential for
improved economic returns.

Coordination also can take a more direct
route of consolidation into multi-regional or
national centralized cooperatives. This path
was demonstrated with extensive dairy
cooperative mergers in the late 1960's result-
ing in organizations such as Associated Milk
Producers and Mid-America Dairymen.
Growers can also continue representation
horizontally through bargaining cooperatives
that represent them in contract negotiations
with handlers.

Finally, farm operators can exercise hor-
izontal aggregation through professional asso-
ciations that represent their occupational
interests either on a commodity or cross-
commodity basis.



Maintaining Market Power

In the process of evaluating these alter-
natives, we must examine how market power
can be maintained and relate performance
results to alternative structural combinations
and systems design. Cooperatives can verti-
cally integrate into noncompetitive areas that
have a high degree of processor-distributor
concentration and thereby position their
members to share in noncompetitive profits.
However, if they don't restrict entry into the
cooperative or control production, they will
undermine their new found market position.
Furthermore, cooperatives must learn to
operate as participants in an oligopolistic
market setting in terms of utilization of pro-
ductive capacity. The facts are that only a
few marketing cooperatives have achieved
and retained a modicum of market power
through vertical integration over a sustained
period of time (Schrader, p. 31). Further-
more, few actually control horizontally or

vertically, a significant part of supply
(Combs, p. 23).

Cooperatives acting alone have not
mastered instruments for exercising the
essential prerequisite of market power -- the
ability to limit supply (Jesse, p. 33). In the
dairy and fruit and vegetable sectors, they
have often resorted to diverting members
supplies into secondary uses to maintain
prices in their primary markets. Often
benefits of this activity are not successful
over the long pull because they hold an
umbrella over the rest of the industry. They
have, however, neutralized market imperfec-
tions in the competitive yardstick sense that
have benefited members, as well as other pro-
ducers. Cooperatives have often turned to
state and federal marketing orders to obtain
the market power they were unable to attain
themselves as voluntary organizations.
Recent attacks on marketing orders by dere-
gulators have threatened producer sanctions
for price improvement by this method. This
suggests the continued need for identifying
alternative institutional arrangements for
producer price and income enhancement
through cooperative systems.

My underlying theme is that cooperative
ers are failing to exploit benefits for farm
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operators that can result from improved coor-
dination. Too much duplication of effort and
provincialism prevail at farmers' expense.
And, noncooperatives already have developed
national and in some cases international pro-
curement and distribution systems. Coopera-
tives have to play catch-up or be relegated to
the historical archives concerning the "time
that was."

Alternative Strategies for Farmer
Cooperatives as a System

Essentially, seven structural strategies
are or can be used identifying organizational
alternatives for producers and their organiza-
tions. Each is briefly discussed to demon-
strate the nature of changes contemplated
and the sector to which they apply.

Direct Membership Commodity
Affiliation

The direct membership -- or centralized
-- form of cooperative structure appeared first
locally, and eventually grew to involve
multi-state regional organizations. Often,
but not entirely, farm operators have joined
such direct membership cooperatives along
commodity lines. Examples are abundant in
the livestock, dairy, cotton, rice, fruit and
vegetable, nut, and grain sectors. Many at
the local level have both crop marketing and
farm supply functions.

It is significant that marketing coopera-
tives with the best earnings records in the
early 1980's are those affiliated along commo--
dity lines. Characteristics of these organiza-
tions are that they have grown internally,
engage in value-added activity, have branded
products, are oriented to exporting, possess
centralized organizational form and often use
marketing orders.

As a structural strategy, dairy coopera-
tives began reorganizing from 1965-74 into
multi-state regionals. The result was the
creation of Associated Milk Producers
(AMPI), Dairymen, Inc. (DI), Mid-America
Dairymen (Mid-Am), Milk Marketing, Inc.,
and others. Each represented the merger of
many smaller cooperatives. These large
direct membership organizations have suc-



ceeded despite their large size ranging from
8,000 to 33,000 members spread over vast
geographical territory. Serious consideration
is now being given to further consolidation
among these larger cooperatives. In a sense,
the dairy sector has been the vanguard of
organizational structural adjustment among
all cooperatives.

Direct membership is also found among
regional farm supply cooperatives, particu-
larly along the Eastern coast. Some purely
federated cooperatives are considering direct
farmer membership through outlets where
locally owned cooperatives formerly existed
but ran into financial difficulty. These moves
are predicated on maintaining territory for
distribution, although capitalization methods
have not always been clearly determined.
One regional using this strategy, MFA, ran
into difficulty due to its weak operational
base.

The weakness of large membership
organizations is that they tend to alienate
members due to size and become manage-
ment dominated. Strong communications
programs and careful membership governance
structure are necessary to overcome these
deficiencies. A recent international dairy
study has found apparent upward limits to
size of the larger dairy organizations in most
countries throughout the world (Empson).

Federated Cooperative Systems
Approach

The basic idea in federating is that there
are system benefits to be derived for
members from the cooperation of several
interrelated levels in the cooperative system.
Typically this originates at the local and
extends through the regional and interre-
gional levels of organization. The advantages
are in the retention of local autonomy and
control at the local level, i.e. a decentralized
or bottom up system. Federations can and
do work but they appear to be most success-
ful as farm supply cooperatives, such as
Farmland Industries, CENEX, and Tennessee
Farmers Cooperative. Key to their success
are member commitment and performance
contracts or agreements. Examples at the
interregional level are found in CF Industries,
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National Cooperative Refinery Association,
Universal, and Ag Processing, Inc. In effect,
the farm supply cooperatives represent a
national system in a 3-tier arrangement.

What are the characteristics of a
national coordinated cooperative system?
They include:

o Several interrelated levels of cooperatives
from local to national, from regional to
national, or from local to regional to
national;

o Vertical control over market channel
functions critical to the primary product
or products;

o Commitment at various levels so quality
control is attained, operating efficiencies
are gained, and a stable source of supply
can be guaranteed to buyers;

o Strong capitalization programs at each
level capable of sustaining down market
situations;

o Use of national brand merchandising;

o Nationwide product distribution;

o Recognition by participants that they are
part of a system and receive their
appropriate share of the benefits; and

o Supportive government policy, astute
management, and strong elected farm
leadership.

Use of cooperative federations are most
prevalent in the farm supply sector, although
examples can be found in marketing and
related services, as shown in table 1. Four
examples are identified for purposes of
demonstrating performance and sharing of
benefits.

Analysis of patronage allocations by CF
Industries and earnings by members of CF
clearly demonstrate the ability of an interre-
gional to provide system benefits. While this
example examines benefits at the regional
level, they are reflected throughout the sys-
tem.

In the three years ending December 31
from 1979 to 1981, CF Industries had total
patronage allocations of more than $307 mil-
lion. About 39 percent, or $121 million w



distributed as cash. The impact on the
income statements of CF's member regionals
was significant. Information on seven of the
largest regional members of CF was analyzed
for fiscal years ending in 1980 thru 1982,
reflecting the patronage allocated by CF in
1979 thru 1981.

Of these 21 allocations (seven members
for three years) the amount of patronage
received from CF exceeded the total net mar-
gins before taxes and distributions in nine
cases. In other words, without the patronage
from CF, cooperatives in these nine cases
would have recorded net losses, or larger
losses than reported. In the most extreme
situation, one member received an estimated
$21 million patronage allocation from CF and
still reported total losses of $2.4 million.

In only five of the 21 allocations did the
CF patronage represent less than 50 percent
of the member's net margins before taxes and
distribution. Unfortunately, earnings in the
fertilizer industry fell in 1982 drastically. As
a result, CF made no patronage allocations in
1982 and 1983. The allocation level in 1984
was well below those during 1980 through
1982.

The level of CF allocations during 1979-
1981 greatly increased the level of patronage
allocations by member regionals to local
cooperatives. And local cooperatives were
able to increase their allocations to farmer
members. The benefits provided by CF
patronage throughout the cooperative system
were enormous.

While these numbers demonstrate the
level of benefits that a cooperative system
approach can generate for members. It also
points to the dangers of dependency on
patronage allocations by member coopera-
tives. This is true at the regional and local
levels.

Another example in the farm supply
industry is National Cooperative Refinery
Association (NCRA) owned by five regionals:
Farmland Industries, CENEX, Growmark,
Land 0' Lakes and MFA Oil (Schollen-
berger). In the period from 1980-84, NCRA
had earnings of $137 million, of which it allo-

ted 81 percent to members. A review of
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the contribution of these earnings shows
NCRA was responsible for 25 percent of
member earnings before taxes and distribu-
tions over a five-year period. System benefits
from a capital intensive oil refining process
have been a very significant source of earn-
ings for members.

Marketing also has a few "national"
efforts that are coordination models. In
grain, the formation of Ag Processing, Inc., is
a prime example albeit in reduced form. It
takes title to soybeans from member locals
and regionals and processes and markets in
their behalf. AGP was created in 1983
through consolidation of soybean crushing
assets of Boone Valley Cooperative, Farm-
land Industries, and Land 0' Lakes. Today
it counts as members two additional regionals
who purchase product from it -- CENEX and
Harvest States, and 325 local elevators who
supply it (Land 0' Lakes Mirror, p. 16).
AGP now operates six crushing and one
refining plant, and represents 9.5 percent of
the U.S. soybean crushing industry. In the
fiscal year ended August 31, it reported earn-
ings of $8.1 million. Management credits its
success to biting the bullet and reducing its

crush rate to a 62-72 percent of capacity
level, consistent with others in the industry.

A structural strategy is to extend the
federated system to broader coverage in the
country in sectors such as grain, marketing of
hard dairy products, oil refining, and
manufacture of other inputs. Cooperatives
can unify and put their purchasing power
behind such endeavors for system benefits. It
appears that purchasing and service coopera-
tives can retain the gains from horizontal and
vertical integration better than marketing
cooperatives. This is possible because the
benefits of integration into a profitable stage
of processing are not undermined by expan-
sion of members' purchases or noninvolve-
ment of members. The lack of participation
by nonmembers does not undermine
members' marked advantage. This is borne
out in the success of farm supply coopera-
tives compared to marketing cooperatives in
recent years. Net sales growth of farm sup-
ply cooperatives grew 957 percent from
1950-1980, compared to 769 percent for



marketing associations. This gives additional
incentive for growth and vertical integration
in the farm supply sector.

The federation weakness in marketing,
typical of marketing cooperatives generally, is
that they have little control over their own
supply and are often in a chronic surplus
situation. Local cooperative members of a
federation are often interested only in the
volume of output in attempting to increase
members' returns by lowering production
costs. It has been pointed out that because
returns are as dependent on the marginal
revenue of the final product as on the margi-
nal costs of processing and distribution, the
lower costs from expanding output may be
more than offset by declining revenue
(Mueller, p. 10). Marketing federations also
are weakened by the prospect of a major
member withdrawing its support. This
emphasizes the need for member agreements
and performance rules.

Marketing Agencies-in-Common

Use of a marketing agency-in-common as
a structural strategy is particularly appropri-
ate for individual cooperatives desiring to
combine a single function in the marketing
process under common management. This
strategy is used by commodity marketing
organizations in an effort to overcome frag-
mentation in the marketplace. It is particu-
larly effective when a family of products can
be marketed under central management con-
trol. A classic example is the combination of
marketing operations of Sun-Maid Raisins,
Diamond Walnut Growers, Sunsweet Prunes,
and Valley Fig Growers into Sun-Diamond
Growers of California. Another is Cooperat-
ing Brands, Inc., initiated this year by fruit
and vegetable processing cooperatives for
marketing juice to the HRI trade. Members
and their major juice products are Citrus
World -- orange, Welch Foods -- grape,
Ocean Spray -- cranberry, Tree Top -- apple,
and Tr/Valley Growers -- tomato.

Another example is found in cotton
marketing where Amcot is a marketing.
agency-in-common for four regional cotton
cooperatives. Amcot was established in 1971
by four regional cotton marketing coopera-
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tives (CALCOT, PCCA, STAPLCOTN, and
SWIG). It is an interregional marketing asso-
ciation that was organized without merger or
combination of regional member assets. Each
member cooperative makes its own sales deci-
sions. Costs of operation are shared via a
volume -- oriented formula. Amcot is essen-
tially a division of the regional cooperatives
without being a profit center.

Amcot's primary functions are to pro-
vide its member regional cooperatives with
market information, greater global coverage
for their different cotton varieties, and
arranging either domestic or export transac-
tions. Prior to Amcot's formation, each
cooperative's sales representatives would
ignore market opportunities for varieties its
growers did not produce, and the information
was seldom relayed to another cooperative
that could use it. Amcot has opened several
new markets that in the past had escaped the
attention of the regional association because
of the lack of coordination and economics
associated with maintaining a worldwide net-
work of exclusive agents. Its salesmen are
present in all the major markets and provide
textile mill customers with a comprehensive
range of cotton qualities.

Domestic Amcot offices are in Charlotte,
NC; Greenville, SC; and Atlanta, GA.
Foreign offices are in Brussels, Belgium;
Osaka, Japan; Seoul, Korea; Hong Kong, and
several other nations. About 30 percent of
U.S. cotton (3.0-4.5 million bales) is sold
through these offices, and much of it is
exported.

Use of this structural strategy is particu-
larly appropriate where growers wish to
retain commodity identification through a
specific cooperative that may be confronting
closely competitive products also marketed
by cooperatives in the marketplace. This is
frequently the case in specialty crops.

Cooperative Joint Ventures

Use of joint ventures among cooperatives
generally involves a partnership arrangement
between two entities. A separately identified
function is carried out under the partnership
such as value-added processing or similar
activity. This arrangement works well f



cooperatives that each bring special expertise
or functional capacity to such an arrange-
ment. It also can be a convenient device for
growth through acquisition.

An example of each of these attributes is
found in the joint ventures between Prairie
Farms Dairy and Mid-America Dairymen.
Initially, the two bought Hiland Dairy of
Springfield, MO, on a 50:50 ownership basis.
Mid-Am supplies the bulk milk (procure-
ment) and Prairie Farms manages the fluid
operation. Each joint venture partner sup-
plies its particular expertise. This arrange-
ment has been extended separately by these
partners to Roberts Dairy, which operates in
Nebraska and Iowa. This arrangement has
worked well for both product extension and
growth.

Wholly Owned Subsidiaries

A structural alternative for value-added
activity is use of the wholly or partially
owned subsidiary. Because the partially
owned subsidiary is frequently referred to as
a joint venture, we do not treat it here. The
wholly owned subsidiary permits the separa-
tion of certain functional tasks from the
activity of the base organization. An exam-
ple is Welch Foods as a cooperative processor
and merchandiser for National Grape
Cooperative. Another is the Flav-O-Rich
fluid milk operations of Dairymen, Inc. The
true test of such subsidiaries is whether earn-
ings are allocated to the members of the
parent cooperative.

One of the benefits of such a subsidiary
is that it is set up as a profit center and per-
formance is measured on discrete tasks.
Another is that processing or other technical
operations are carried out on an arms length
basis from the parent cooperative. As an
example, DI transfers raw milk to Flav-0-
Rich on terms similar to marketing bulk pro-
duct to other handlers. Allegations of favori-
tism or criticism that the cooperative gives
preferential treatment to its own processing
operation can then be countered. Another
benefit pointed out is that outside directors
can be put on the subsidiaries board to help
ssure that the further processing operations

run on a businesslike basis.
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A strategy can be expanded use of
wholly owned subsidiary operations including
major acquisitions for value-added purposes.

Cooperative-Noncooperative Joint Ven-
tures

This alternative has been promoted by
the Harvard Business School and Touche
Ross as a key alternative for cooperatives.
Unfortunately, the theory hasn't always been
matched by performance results. The con-
cept is that cooperatives should do what they
do best at the collection and primary process-
ing level and allow the corporate partner to
use its expertise as a national merchandiser.

This alternative may be particularly
constraining to farm operators because it, in
effect, tells them to stick to the high-
investment, low-margin end of the business
and allow the corporation to operate in the
low investment, high-margin end. In other
words, it looks like a strategy designed more
for the corporate strategist than for the
farmer's interest.

Some examples bear this out. The
Hublein - Allied Grape Growers - United
Vintners example is a case in point. Another
has been early performance of H. P. Hood
insofar as Agrimark dairy producers are con-
cerned.

Often pointed to as a success is Agway's
majority owned subsidiary arrangement with
Curtis Burns, and Texas City Refinery. In
such arrangements, earnings from a non-
cooperative joint venture are treated as non-
member business that enters the coopera-
tives' books as taxable income and frequently
ends up as tax-paid surplus.

We often hear mention of the need for
grain cooperatives to find a joint venture
partner, i.e., to join them rather than fight
them in grain exporting. Whether this is
being advocated from a position of weakness
rather than strength has to be carefully
evaluated. The recent sale of grain market-
ing assets by Growmark in exchange for com-
mon stock and a position on the Archer-
Daniels-Midland grain subsidiary board
represents an example of such an arrange-
ment.



It appears that joint venture arrange-
ments can work where a cooperative retains
dominant control. However, the issue of get-
ting into nonmember related business jeop-
ardizes Capper-Volstead status of this
arrangement compared to cooperative alter-
natives, and may significantly weaken
member control as the nonmember business
volume grows.

One of the often cited advantages of
such combinations is that capacity utilization
of the jointly undertaken activity can demon-
strate efficiencies not attainable by each
partner acting separately with lower utiliza-
tion of plants.

Holding Company or Agglomerate
Approach

Recent reorganization talks among
major cooperatives raise the holding company
approach as an alternative that can be con-
sidered by cooperatives. It is widely used in
the banking industry to get around regula-
tions, and may be adopted in the farm credit
system in some form or fashion. But how
about the applicability to farm supply and
marketing cooperatives?

In many respects, the use of majority-
owned subsidiaries imply adoption of holding
company practices. So does the agglomerate
business form used by IBM, GE, Cargill, and
ConAgra in which affiliated companies are
operated as profit centers accountable to the
general corporation. Perhaps the best exam-
ple in cooperative circles is the role of Agway
in controlling interest of Curtis Burns and H.
P. Hood.

Holding companies represent a complete
reversal of traditional federated cooperative
structures. A holding company approach is
similar to a centralized structure or one that
employs consolidated subsidiaries (but not
wholly owned). Additionally, there may be
certain tax advantages regarding the transfer
of income from the operating company to the
holding company.

A holding company or agglomerate is a
corporate entity with a controlling ownership
in one or more operating companies. This
degree of ownership can vary widely, as long
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as the holding company can exercise control
through the operating company's board of
directors. Normally, the holding company
generates no revenues from operations.
Income is limited to returns from investments
in the operating companies.

The holding company would perform
functions that have large economies of size:
accounting and financial administration, per-
sonnel, corporate planning, etc. A further
function may be the consolidation of operat-
ing functions, purchasing, marketing plans,
and other coordination efforts. The magni-
tude of economies possible here are limited,
except where overlapping trade areas exist.

A benefit of a holding company of
agglomerate approach is the ability to cen-
tralize certain functions where economies of
size are present and at the same time main-
tain established business with a somewhat
smaller degree of autonomy. The board of
directors, though controlled by the holding
company, would be more responsive to local
concerns and market developments. In other
words, proponents argue that a holding com-
pany structure offers the benefits of both cen-
tralized and decentralized systems.

Summary

Cooperatives have a multitude of struc-
tural arrangement alternatives. While evi-
dence points to the direct membership organ-
ization as attaining some of the best perfor-
mance results, other forms have filled partic-
ular niches and have proved workable, partic-
ularly federations in the farm supply indus-
try. The cooperative-noncooperative joint
ventures and some aspects of the holding
company or agglomerate approach appear to
have some features that depart from the
user-owned character of cooperatives.

Nevertheless, cooperative leaders of
necessity must address alternative structural
forms in a way that reconciles cooperative
philosophy and principles and the key factors
of successful contemporary business enter-
prise. This implies a reexamination of
cooperatives' governance systems as well as
organizational structures that allow com-
ponent parts of large-scale operations tr



operate as profit centers, achieve low-cost
market position to support growth strategies,
and maintain financial integrity.

The agenda for future social engineering

should include a look at ways in which
cooperatives and producers' professional asso-

ciations can coordinate their efforts in
representing the economic and other interests

of farm members. This potentially leads to

new institutional structure and marketing
mechanisms for controlling supplies in the

exercise of producer market power.
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